Who we are

V.S.V. has a 40 years experience in designing and manufacturing progressive and transfer tools, as well as in supplying turnkey complete lines. In addition, V.S.V. boasts a press dept. with machines up to 420 tons. where we can realize small-medium sets of goods, directly using our moulds.

V.S.V. pays continuous attention to the technological evolution: 3D projects, CAM programming, new integrated lines according to the paradigm of “Industry 4.0”.

Contacts
T. +39 0362 991507
chiara.villa@viessevi.it

Product description

Progressive or transfer tools
• For realizing several finished parts in iron, steel, stainless steel, titanium and aluminium.
• Customized solutions meeting the Customer needs (material saving, production’s speed, precision, ...)

Punching activities
• Internal press department offering the possibility of a full service: from the tool design and realization till the articles’ production.

www.viessevi.it